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A detailerl experimental study of color, apparent optic angle, anci absorption spectrum 
(0.3 to 16,u of A) indicates that there arc basic chemical and structural differences in muscovite 
micas. Color identification is bascd upon s pectrophotometer measurements. A method for 
quantitative evaluation of absorption band activity is defined so t hat single and mUltiple 
band intensities within the spectrum of an individual specimen and within spectra of different 
specimens can be compared. Three basic spectral t ypes exist for the 0.3 to l,u A region which 
are comprised of various weak lines and absorption regions lying alon g the base of a deep 
absorption edge ncar 0.32,u . Of the three spectral types, one is associated with ruby micas, 
whilc the other two are associated with dark green anrl light green micas. The activities of 
numerous lines and bands arc reported. It is shown t ha t apparent optic axial angle is related 
to t he position of t he deep band edge except for a certain class of ruby specimens which show 
anomaloLl s values . A definitive characterization of muscovite sheet is formul ated in t erms 
of the absorption coefficients at 0.'14, 0.49, and 0.58,u. Direct assoc ia tions arc shown between 
certa in lines in thc vis ible A range and certain bands in the n ear infrared, while the activities 
of a number of bands in thc middle infrared arc correla ted to color. 

1. Introduction 

Muscovite m ica, a co mplex crysLalline mineral, is 
readily cleaved in to thin elastic laminae which have 
excellent mechanical and electrical insula Ling proper
ties. It occurs with large varia tions in physical 
appearance. Considerable effort has been eA'j)ended 
to determine the range in values of its physical 
properties and to seek correlations between proper
ties, particularly for those of technical significance 
to those properties by which the material is classified. 
At present, classification is by origin and color. The 
mineral, which occurs throughout the world, varies 
in color [rom green to pink Further selection is 
based upon such properties as clarity, hardness, ease 
of spli tting, and structural perfection [I, 2, 11].3 

umerous studies on dielectric constant and power 
factor [3- 11], d-c resistivity [12, 13], electric strength 
[14 , 15], gas evolution [16] , thermal conductivity 
[17], thermal e:hl)ansion [18], magnetic susceptibility 
[J9 , 20], and hardness [21], in addition to many others 
of chem ical , mineralogical [22, 25] and infrared nature 
[27 , 34- 39] have fai led to reveal any real correlation, 
and the material is still selected for technical use by 
arbitrary and empirical procedures which have 
incomplete or even doubtful quantitative significance. 

A basic difficulty is that analytical chemical pro
cedures have not been sensitive enough to differ
entiate muscovite sheet mica or provide a simple 
means of correlation with other properties, par
ticularly in view of the complex of minor constitu
en ts which appeal' as isomorphous replacements in 
the mica structure. The position of a replacement 
cation in the mica structure is determined more by 
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its size than its valence, although Lhe valence state 
determines charge balance and hence relative abun
dance in the layers [25]. Normally, in addition to 
the major cationic componen ts of l(+, AI+\ and 
SiH, a number of cations such as N a+, Ca+2 , Fe+2 , 

Fe+3, Mg+2, TiH, 11n+2, 11n+3, Li+, Cr+3, and V+3 

occur in the same specimen. Total accuracy ot 
component analysis is of the order of 0.1 percent, 
while the small amounts of material in isomorphous 
substitution can be in large relative error. Because 
of these errors and because calculation to unit 
formula requires a number of assumptions about the 
structure, analysis of this material is a special 
problem [23, 25]. Furthermore, calculation fails if 
I'm extraneous mineral is present in unknown pro
portions, defects are not considered, and the valence 
states of some cations are not always readily ob
tained; yet , the distinction of even exceptional speci
mens such as the rose micas depends upon subtle 
ratio and valency of small amounts of cations in 
isomorphous substitution [24]. Although success 
has been obtained in the classification and correlation 
of the many different dioctahedral potassium micas 
as based upon the tetrahedral-octahedral charge rela
tionship [25], muscovite in this scheme is given as an 
end member of the trisilicic series where hardly any 
difference is indicated between pink muscovite and 
muscovite. Yet, the whole group of muscovites in 
this very narrow band of the trisilicic-tetrasilicic 
series must be differentiated. 

The problem of characterization of muscovite 
sheet is thus subtle, and the required sensitivity 
for any differentiation must be found outside pres
ently available chemical and structural analytical 
techniques. A study was there fore made of certain 
physical properties chosen because they might be 
indicative of chemical composition and structure 
and measurable with sufficient accuracy to allow 
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quantitative differentiation. Moreover , the proper
ties and procedures chosen permitted inspection of 
a large number of specimens. Careful interpreta
tions of these properties within groups of muscovite 
mica may eventually help in understanding the 
crystal-cbemicallayer structure. More immediately 
they ma.\- correlate with technologically useful 
proper ties. 

This paper, then, is no t concerned with direct 
chemical methods but presen ts a detailed experi
m ental study of the several selected properties. 
These are (1) color, (2) apparent optic axial angle, 
and (3) absorption spectrum from the near ultra
violet (300 mM) to the middle infrared (16 M)' 

Although color is a major property b:- which 
muscovi te sheet is sorted, it remains one of t he 
least understood [11, 22, 24]. It should certltinly 
b e indicative of compositional vm·iation. One study 
was made of the role of iron, ti tanium , and mag
nesium in the color or bio tites [26], but no similar 
study of the muscovite group is known. 

Winchell and Winchell [22] indicate t hat the 
apparent optic angle m ay b e dependent upon the 
cations substituted into the clmrge la,-ers, but values 
are available for only a few muscovites, phcngi tes, 
and so me mixings of these t:-pes. Little else is 
known. 

Finally, it is rcasouable for the absorption spectrum 
to be sensitive to electronic ,mel molecular differen ces . 
Stubican fLnd Roy [27] showed vfLrifLtioll of infrared 
bands wi th gross isomorphous substi tu tion , such as 
the chan ge of muscovite to phengite, prim arily \"or 
wavelengths longer th fL n the first Si- O bands at 9 to 
10M. But, almost no spectr>'tl information is avail
able from the near ul traviolet to the near infrared, 
nor h as the large effort in the middle infrared been 
oriented towarcl characterizat ion of natuml mica 
sheet. 

" Tith the establishmellt of quantitative procedures 
and correlation of the properties studied, it is shown 
that muscovite sheet micas cltn be systematicltlly 
differentiated in a manner related to morphological 
(crystal-chemical layer structure) differences. For 
example, the infused pink t inge that chfLracterizes 
the ruby color class of muscovite is related to measur
able anomalies, whereas, the other color varieties are 
fairly consistent within this descriptive behavioral 
scheme. 

2. Specimens 

Muscovite mica is normally distinguished by color , 
primarily as ruby (pinkish buff to cinnamon drab) 
or nonruby (brown to green), and by origin. Musco
vite mica sheet is further clt1ssified visually according 
to an ASTM code which employs eleven categories , 
labeled V- I to V- ll , or decreasing quality as based 
upon clarity, uniformity of color , structural pel'fec
tion, and hardness [28]. Whereas classification uncleI' 
this system is subjective, ex pert inspectors obtain 
reasonably consistent and mutually Itgreeable results 
by constant intercomparison of samples and by the 
selection of suitable standard sam ples. Grading is 
also based upon the size of the usable area of the 

given quality. Specimens become rarer as quality 
and size of usable area increase. 

The m aterials used in this study are described in 
table 1 according to color, origin, quali ty, grade, and 
amount obtained. Six r epresentative origins are 
included. The items listed l'epresen t the colors of 
commercial sheet muscovite. Dimensions are shown 
in table 2. These had been classified by expert 
inspectors before being received by us from D efense 
Materials Service of the General Services Adminis
tration and fron"1 Committee F- l of ASTM. Speci
mens were cleavage plates ran gin g in thickness from 
0.15 mm to 0.5 mm. 

TABfJE 1. D escription of 1n7lScovite mica 11sed for the study 

Color Origin Quality Grode Amount 

1. R u by ___________________ India _______ . ____ V- L ____ .) 12 pc . 
2. Ru by ___________________ llldi a ____________ V- 2 _____ G a 51b. 
3. Uuby ___________________ India ____________ V- 4 ____ _ 6 51b. 
4. Ruby ___________________ India ____________ V-7 _____ 6 .) lb. 
5. R uby ___________________ Unitecl Slales ___ V- 4 _____ 6 51b. 

6. Uuby ___________________ Hrazil ___________ V-4 __ ___ 6 51b. 
7. Ru by, normal good col- BraziL __________ V-L ___ _ 5 11 pc. 

ored. 
8. Ruby, slightly cla rk _____ BraziL __________ V- L ____ 4&5 4 pc. 
9. Ruby, lllC'cli u ll1 clark ____ Brazil ___________ V- L _. __ 4&5 8 pc. 

10. Ruby, very 
r u by) . 

clark (rum BraziL __________ V-L __ __ 4,5,5," 4pc. 

U. Ru by b lVIadras (Iuclia) _ V-4 _____ 1 lb . 
12. N Ollru b-j~=~~ = = = = == == == == = United Stales ___ V-4 _____ Sib. 
13. Amber, rum bordering B raziL __________ V- L ____ 15 pc. 

on ru by. 
14. Brown or" dark green" __ T'anganyika _____ V-L ____ 4&5 IS pc. 
15. Clear Purdy , -------- -- - Canada __ _______ V-3 __ ___ 4 

I 

llb. 

1G. Ligh t greell __ ______ _____ M adras __ _____ __ V-L ____ 5 & 5l'i 20 pc. 
Ii. D ark green ______________ Madras __ _______ V- L ____ 5 15 pc. 

a One pound of NO.6 material (here obtainecl as cleavage pla tes of 0.1 5 to 0.5 
Jill11 th iekness) y ielded 500 or morc pieces. 

b Th is material was labe led 1Vladras Clear Green bu t contained nlany specimens 
borderline between rub y and nonruUy. 

c Canadian Clear Purdy. This batch appeared borderline hetween rum and 
green. 

TABLE 2. Dimensions of grades of mica used in this stud!J 

AST.\1 Size Area of ]uaximUI1l 
reclangle I IV~-in i ~nun~ 

dimensioll of 
one s ide 

- ---·1--------------

Grade in.2 in. 
4 _____________ 6 up to 10_____________________ I " 
5 _____ ________ 3 up to 6______________________ I 
5Y.i ____ ___ ___ _ 2)., up to 3_____ _______________ " 
11 __ • _________ _ 1 UP to 2% _ ,________________ {~ 

3. Experimental Methods 

3.1 Color 

Muscovite micas viewed in transmi ttecl ligh t are 
well known to rtwge widely in hue and absorbance. 
Designation is normally in the broad category of 
ruby or nonruby; however , the title of ruby is more 
a classification than a description. Pinkish buff to 
cinnamon drab are generally termed ruby; brown to 
brownish olive are generally called rum ; yellowish 
olive to green are called green; but as variations in 
color are continuous none of these designations is 
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sharpJy defined, and the classiflc(ttion into ruby and 
Jlolll'u6y often depends upon color differen ces so small 
as Lo be scarcely perceptible. 

Actually, there are no formally accepLed s tandar~s 
Jor color designation. Instead, an acceptable classl
ficaLion in the mica trade is formulated upon the 
experience and memory of Lhe inspecLors and upon 
con tan t intercomparison of repre entative samples 
of the color families. To decide color the inspector 
must take into account the thickness of the specimen, 
disregard inclusions, cloudy and stained areas, and 
make comparison to remembered samples. 

The only definitive study on the color of mica was 
that of Judd [29] which established a color standard 
for ruby mica and was particularly applied to 
definition of borderline samples between ruby and 
nomuby. His separation into ruby and nonruby 
was based upon the lightness index (modified optical 
absorption coefficient) and hue index and "not on 
the hue index alone. That is, the grading of mica 
as ruby or nonruby according to trade practice de
parLs considerabl~T from grading purely on the basIs 
of hue alone, and a specimen of lighL-colored mica 
can be considerably greener than a dark borderline 
specimen and still be graded ruby." H e further 
demonstrated that in spite of the problems en
countered, the color designations of the inspectors 
are "surprisingly reliable and consistent." In fact , 
the correlation between points on his lightness-hue 
index plane and the color grading into ruby or non
ruby by a mica task committee was " nearly perfect." 

A n~mber of factors were involved in the selection 
of an appropriate procedure for the present color 
study. One was the desire to consider t be whole 
range of colors exhibit~d by muscovite. sheet. 
'Whereas Judd was partlculad~T successful m the 
objeetive sorting of muscovite into ruby or nonruby, 
his results also showed that even Lhe color category 
of "ruby" is very complex. A second factor was the 
consistency of trade-designated color categories. 
Third, was the fact that absorption spectra would 
be obtained for a range of wavelengths and would 
~nclude the visible re&"ion, in which the spectrum is 
I tself a measure of colOr. And lastly, to secure ab
sorption spectra for the myriad of samples necessary 
to represent all variations in color and origin would 
have been an overwhelming task. 

The procedure used combined the quantitative 
aspects of the spectrophotometer with a visual sorting 
operation similar to that outlined by Judd. A 
familiarity with all the materials of table 1 was first 
established. These lots were then further sorted 
into a convenien t number of subgroups with visual 
s tandards as described below. Representative sam
ples of subgroups were subjected to spectrophotome
try. Thus, the quantitative effort was diminished 
without sacrificing clear-cut correlation of color to 
spectrum, coordination with trade-designated color 
descriptiolls was established, duplication of color 
measurements was avoided, and large numbers of 
amples were handled. 

The items of table 1 represent the range of colors 
of commerical sheet muscovite, classified according 
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to trade-accepted standards. Some had been clas
sified as simply ru by or nOlU"uby, each including a 
r ange of colors. Others had been further H,ssigned 
to more definite color, e.g., the various categories 
of ruby in items 7 to 10, amber , brown, light greell , 
and dark green. 

a. Spectrophotometer 

A double-beam recording spectrophotometer (Cary, 
Model 14M) was employed wiLh a lead sulfide detec
tor and a tungsten source. The wavelength scn,1l 
speed was 2.5 mM/sec and the chart spel'd was 2 
in. /min. The wavelength was not limited Lo Lhe 
visible region but ranged from 0.3M to 1M. A qlllUl
titative measure of color can be derived hom Lhe 
visible region when integrated wiLh the spectral 
response of the eye. Although the spectrophotome
ter is far too slow for s':Lmple sorting, when used as 
outlined above it provided excellent quantitative 
data. 

b. Photometer 

Often, samples difl"ered in color only because of" 
lightness or shade. Where all samples in a group 
were or one hue, differing only in lighLness. a simple 
but quantitative photomeLric (Photo volt Corp .. 
Model 520 M ) examination wiLh tungs ten source 
and appropriate naITOW band filter was preferred. 

c. Visual 

The procedure used for color grading was as 
follows: 

1. AbouL 25 specimens were drawn hom the item 
considered. These were spread 011 a large white 
matte surface illuminated from above by "cool 
white" fluorescent lamps and arranged according to 
tb e ruby-rum-green color classificaLion, with some 
departure as noted below. Tbose closest Lo the red 
end of the spectrum were placed at one end of a 
series, those closest to the green of the spectrum 
were placed at the other end: of the series, and the 
intermediates were placed between . Account was 
taken of thickness aIter observation of the change 
in color accompanying cleavage of thick specimens 
into thinner plates. 

2. Another batch was drawn from the item, ex
amined in the same manner, and specimens fitted 
into the series. This was repeated until the series 
s tabilized, i.e., until no further extrenes or different 
colors appeared. 

3. Standard samples were generated. A number 
of specimens were chosen at appropriate interval s 
along the series. These were cleaved to a thickness 
of 0.015 to 0.020 in. as measured with a direct
reading micrometer. The trade designated color 
included in table 1 served as guideposts or fill-ins 
for this selection. 

4. Rapid sorting then proceeded through the 
matching of each piece with the closest "standard," 
compensating for thickness. Thus, subgroups were 
formed. The sorting continued until abou t a poun.d 
of the item was used. In general, dozens of speCl-
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mens occupied each subgroup although extreme sub
groups often had smaller populations. 

Items 7 to 10 of table 1, as trade selected, pro
gressed in color from pinkish buff toward brown. 
However, as has been noted [29], the color situation 
of ruby mica is much more complex. In fact the so
called ruby micas can exhibit a progression of colors 
from nearly colorless through yellowish grey to dark 
brown and even include specimens of a distinctly 
green cast. The one distinguishing feature is the 
inclination to red with increased thickness of sample. 
The large batch ruby items of table 1, i.e., 2 to 6, did 
indeed exhibit a wider range of colors than found in 
items 7 to 10. Some specimens were redder, others 
greener, and hence the subgroup color categories 
for ruby micas were chosen to extend b eyond those 
of items 7 to 10. The designations chosen were 
pink, pink-tan, tan-green, and green, i. e., green cast. 
Pink and pink-tan overlapped item 7, normal good 
colored ruby, with pink including specimens more 
extreme in red. Tan corresponded to item 8, 
slightly dark. Tan-green overlapped items 9 and 10, 
while green included those specimens of distinctly 
green cast. 

When the large batch nonruby item, 12, was sorted, 
a branching in color was observed. This item ranged 
from olive to gr een. Color did not simply transform 
from one to the other but shifted from olive to a 
distinct dark green on one branch and to a distinct 
light green on the other, i.e., there were specimens 
inLermediate between olive and dark green and be
tween olive and light green. Nonruby subgroups 
were chosen as amber, brown, olive, dark green, light 
green, and lime. The lime was a distinctly different 
green. An intermediate subgroup on one branch was 
dark green-olive. On the other branch intermediate 
subgroups were olive-white-green and white-green, 
where white-green still retained a smoky appearance 
as compared to light green. 

Finally, one item, 15 (Canadian Clear Purdy), was 
treated individually. It appeared to be borderline 
between rum and green. This was distinguished by 
essentially one hue but variable shade. It was 
sorted by shade. 

3.2. Apparent Optic Angle 

Mica is optically biaxial with the negative acute 
bisectrix nearly normal to the basal cleavage or 001 
plane. Thus, cleaved sections give a nearly centered 
interference figure [30]. The apparent optic angle, 
that is the emergent optic axial angle as viewed in 
air, is a property of the crystal sensitively dependent 
upon the magnitude of the three principal refractive 
indices and is an easily measured quantity. The 
equipment used by us is described elsewhere [31]. 
A precision of better than ± 5' arc is achieved for 
good specimens. Waviness of the mica surface, 
common especially among the lower ASTM groups, 
however, superimposes an additional uncertainty 
because of the uncertainty in orientation of the 
geometric normal to the cleavage plane. 
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3.3. Absorption Spectra 

a. Near UV to Near IR (0.3 to I ll) 

There is little previous information for this part 
of the spectrum [32, 33]. Absorption spectra were 
obtained with the Cary 14M double-beam recording 
spectrophotometer as outlined under color. 

h . Near IR to Middle IR (1 to 161l) 

Absorption spectra were obtained with a Beckman 
IR- 4 recording spectrophotometer using standard 
slit schedule, unpolarized radiation, a N aCl prism, 
and a wavelength scan speed schedule of 1 J.Llmin 
except in the 2 to 3.5J.L region where the scan speed 
schedule was reduced to 0.2 or 0.08J.Llmin. The 1 to 
16J.L region is separated into two parts by the greatly 
increased absorption which begins with that of 
Si- O modes in the 8 to 1OJ.L region and which con
tinues in longer wavelengths. The spectra for 
wavelengths of 1 to 8J.L were obtained with crystal 
plates of the same order of thickness as for the 0.3 
to 1J.L region, i.e., approximately 0.2 mm. The 
longer wavelength region was obtained with laminae 
of 5 to 12 J.L thickness. These 5 to 12 J.L thick laminar 
specimens were prepared under a low-power micro
scope with a scapel. With care this can be done 
after some practice and depends upon the excellent 
basal cleavage of the material. Such specimens are 
suitable up to a wavelength of 17 J.L after which detail 
is lost through the excessive absorption of more 
Si- O modes. 

A typical spectral trace is shown in figure 1. The 
presence of most of these bands has been observed 
before [27, 34- 39]. A few have been &~ven definite 
assigmnent to O- H, Si- O, and AI- Oli vibrations, 
some have been given a general assignment such as 
to Si- O- (AI) modes, but most are of unknown 
origin. Examination of the spectra of numerous 
representative samples indicated that differences 
appeared as small changes within multiple band 
regions such as the 3 to 4J.L, and 12 to 15J.L wavelength 
regions of the infrared (see fig. 1) and as the 0.5 to 
0.6J.L wavelength region of the visible (see fig. 2). 

The determination of absorption band intensity 
is not an established procedure; thus, there is the task 
of finding a scheme appropriate for the situation. 
The need is to compare the intensities of the many 
absorption bands of one individual specimen and to 
compare the band intensities of one specimen to 
those of other specimens. 

The variation in specimen thickness had to be 
accounted for. It was convenient to use the absorp
tion coefficient, related to the transmission by 
Lambert's law that T= exp [- axt]. T is the ratio 
of the transmitted to incident radiant intensities, 
1110, a x the absorption coefficient at a given wave
length, and t the thickness of the specimen. This is 
for internal absorption. The values obtained with 
the transmission spectrophotometer must be cor
rected for surface effects. When a beam passes 
through an absorbing sheet, it suffers reflections at 
both surfaces. If the beam is sufficiently attenuated 
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FIG U RE 1. The 1 to 16}.L A absorption spectrum of a ruby muscovite specimen (item 2, table 1). 
A. T h ickncss 0[ 0.201 rum. B . 'l'bickness of 81'. 

in the crystal plate, multiple in ternal r eflections 
need no t b e considered. This is essen tially true as 
long as no in terference p at terns are observed in 
the spectropho tometer trace. Then one finds that 

where T' is the machine value of t he transmission 
and T is the reflection coefficien t . The internal 
transmission is T = T ' / (1- 1,)2. E valuation of a~ and 
o[ r may be obtained from two spli t tings o[ differen t 
thickness from the same specimen, after ,,,hich the 
spectral transmissions may be compared for any 
t hicknesses. 

When the wavelength corresponds to the peak 
o[ an absorp tion band, the value o[ a so ob tained is 
the total absorp tion coefficient at resonance, for i t 
is the sum of the absorp tions due to the background 
and to the r esonance condi tion i tself. Thus, i t is 
necessary to separate out the background contribu
tion. This was a ttempted in these multiple band 
regions with the aid of base lines placed as indicated 
by the dashed lines in figure 1. A resonance absorp
t ion coefficient (below background), (X~ (R ), is de
fin ed as 

where Tn is the transmission at the resonance band 
cen ter and Tb is at the hypo thetical base line at t he 
san1e A (see fig. 1) . Note that 

wher e I n is now compared not to the beam intensity 
685- 226- 63--3 

before it strikes the crystal but to th a t which would 
be transmitted through the crystal if no resonance 
wer e presen t. 

The position of the b ase line for a band h ad to be 
es tablished. Whereas, the base line concep t h as 
been used before for a well defined, isola ted band 
[27 , 40], the presen t situation is certainly no t so 
simple. To locate the base line, absorp tion spectra 
were obtained for samples of differen t thicknesses 
cleaved from the same original specimen . Trials of 
a base line location for a given band were made, 
and the resonance ab orp tion coefficien t was com
puted from each o[ the sample spectra. That 
ori en tation was chosen which y ielded the least 
spread in the value of the coefficient for the par
ticular band. This was repeated wi th a number of 
represen tative specimens. The base line for a mul
tiple band region was so fixed th at the coefficient 
for each of the included bands was so sa tisfied. The 
same procedure was extended to t he shor ter wave
lengths o[ 0.3 to IlL . Accuracy was usually obtained 
to wi thin a few percent. 

The a's so calculated are, of course, an approximate 
measure of absorp tion band in tensity but th e 
interest here is on relative behavior. Additional 
errors beyond that of the procedure itself, namely 
those from determination of t and T, can be con
siderable. Although the t of the thicker plates 
was determined within 1 percent, the value for the 
5- 12 IL thick specimens could be in error by 20 
percen t because of variations due to cleavage faul ts . 
Values for faint absorption bands can be in enol' 
because of small differences between Tn and T b • 

The consistency actually obtained can be seen in 
the data below. 

Empirically consisten t relationships b etween some 
of the intrinsic band intensities, as herein defined , 
and the color da ta have been found . It is fel t that 
this correla tion of itself justifies the chosen procedure. 
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4. Results 

4.1. Absorption Spectra, 0.3 to 1M, and Color 

Absorption spectra obtained by other workers 
had indicated the 0.3 to 1M wavelength region to be 
relatively featureless [32 , 33], but closer examination 
of the range shows it to be populated by a number 
of weak bands of absorption. These lie along the 
base of a very deep absorption edge and vary from 
sample to sample. The activi ties of these bands 
are shown to be directly associated with color. 

This r egion is represented in figures 2 and 3 for 
ruby micas. Representative samples were selected 
for each of the color subgroups from item 2 of 
table 1, a V- 2 India mica. A representative spec
trum for each subgroup is displayed in figure 2 
except the tan-green which was omitted for clarity. 
Spectra for two specimens of pink-tan of differen t 
values of apparent opti c angle are included. 

Several features may be observed in t hese spectra. 
Firs t is the wavelength shif t with the color sub
grouping of the deep band edge near O.32j.L. Popper 
[32] found this absorption to extend to wavelengths 
shorter than 0.25 M. Then, there is a character
istic weak spectral structure at 0.472 to 0.6j.L which 
consists of a band at 0.472j.L and a broad absorption 
at 0.51 to 0.6 j.L . The fin e detail of this broad 
absorption region is better seen in figure 3 for two 
specimens taken from item 1, a V- I India mica. 
Three overlapping bands of absorption are indicated 
at 0.505 , 0.535, and approximately 0.57 j.L. There 
are, in addition, two faint bands of absorption at 
0.417 and 0.442j.L and a broad response between 
0.77 and 0.97).L. 

In general, the progression along the color series 
for ruby materials from pink toward green is ac
companied , as shown, by an incr ease in transparency, 
a shif t in the band edge and, particularly, a diminu
tion of the 0.47 to 0.6j.L spectral structure. 

0.4 

0.2 
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PINK 
PINK-TAN 
PINK- TAN 
TAN 
GREE N 

71' 15' .201 mm 
72' 10' .206 mm 
65' 10' .206 mm 
68'35' .2 03mm 
70' 10' .195 mm 

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
WAVELENGTH lfJ- l 

FIGURE 2. The 0.3 to 1J.L A absm'pti on spectra of specimens 
representative of the calm' subgrou ps of ruby mica. 

Color subgroup, apparent optic axial angle, and thickncss are listed for ra ch 
specimen. Curve B is-log T=1 to 2. Specimens from itcm 2, tablc 1 (V- 2 
ruby Indi~). 

The break in magnitude of the 0.47 to 0 .6 j.L ab 
sorption between the two pink-tans of figure 2, 
otherwise distinguished by value of apparent optic 
angle, should be noted. 

The 0.3 to Ij.L wavelength absorption spectra for 
rum and green micas are summarized in figures 4 
and 5 with spectra for representative specimens from 
a number of color subgroups. Colors included are 
amber , olive, dark green, whi te-green, light green, 
and lime in figure 4 along with several shad es of the 
borderline rum-green (Canadi an Clear Purdy) in 
figure 5. The spectrum of a pink ruby was inserted 
into figure 4 for comparison. 

The spectral details char acteristic of nonruby 
micas are the relatively sharp and! "strong" absorp-
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'---- -----------
0.3 0.4 0 .5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0..9 1.0 

WAVELENGTH lfJ-l 

FIGURE 3. I nternal detail of the 0.47 to 0.6 J.L s pectral structure 
for two Tepresentative ruby specimens. 

Ylaxima arc indicated at 0.4725, 0. 505,0.535, and ~0.57~. 'J'llcse are labeled 
as PC lor pink correlation. Material- item I, table l(V-l ruby India) . 
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FIG U RE 4. T he 0.3 to 11' A absorption spectra fOl" specimens 
l'epl'esentative of the color subgrou ps of rum and green micas 
wtth a pink ruby spectrum included for comparison. 

Color subgroup, origin, quality, and specimen thickness correspondin ~ to the 
numbered spectra are: (I)-dark green, Tanganyika, V - l , 0.262 lrun, (2)-olive, 
U.S., V- 4, 0.210 nUll , (3)-amber, Brazil, V-I, 0.226 mln , (4)-pink r·uby. Brazil, 
V- 1, 0.325 Ill1', (5)-green·white, U.S., V- 4, 0.315 Illm, (6)-lirne, India, V-1, 
0.248 mm, (7)- l ight green, India, V- 1, 0.246 nml. 
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Fw UH E 5. The 0.3 to 1 p. A absorption spectr-a for specimens 
1'epTesentative of the three shades of dm'k, . medium, and light 
of a borderline Tum-green mica (Can adian Clear P urdy, 
i tem i s- table 1) . 
Appal'l' n ~ opt ic axial :l.nglc and spceimen tl1icknrss('s arc listed . 

tions at 0.36J.L and at 0.4425 J.L . The green micas 
have li ttle of t he 0.47 to 0.6 J.L tL bsorption structure; 
wh ereas, th e amber and olive associated spectra 
include modera te 0.47 to 0.6 J.L absorption. The 
difi'erence between the dark green and ligh t green 
spectm is the very much increased general absorp
t ion of t he dark green wi th a long, almost straigh t 
ri se from abou t 0.8 to 0. 5 J.L . 

Being an integrated response, the colors would 
no t in themselves indicate details of th e correspond
ing spectra, nor would the wetLk and . sharp lin es 
con tribu te mu ch to the resultan t color ; thus, what is 
in te resting in t iJ ese results is tha t the color of mus
covite is associated no t 'wi th one spectral type but 
with spectra con taining a number of distinctly 
different details. It is seen in the examples of 
figures 2 to 5 that all of th ese patterns may be de
scribed in terms of three b asic spectr al types and 
their combinations. One type is associated with 
ruby micas (curve 4, fig. 4) . The main feature is 
the 0 .47 to 0.61-1 absorption structure which indicates 
t he degr ee of pinkness. The other two are repre
sen ted by the extreme curves of the greens, i.e., dark 
green (curve 1, fig. 4) and by light green (curve 7, 
fig. 4) . The attenuation of the pink correlated 
region of 0.47 to 0.6J.L transforms pink ruby to green 
ruby category, and its superposition upon the green 
spectral types is associated with olives, ambers , etc. 

4.2. Absorption Spectra, 1 to 81-1, and Color 

Ther e are a n umber of prominent bands in this 
par t of the spectrum as can be seen in figure 1. 
Sorne of these have not been r eported before, some 
have appeared occasionally in previously repor ted 
spectra, and few have definite assignment. Most 
interesting from the presen t viewpoint is the absorp
tion multiplet at 3 to 3. 71-1 . It appeared to be an 
anomaly to Suth erland et a1. [3 7], since their musco-

vite spectra were normally devoid of the s tructure. 
On the other hand, it appears in some of the earlies t 
spectra of ruby Illuscovites [34]. M atoss i and 
Bronder [35] attemp ted ass igning one of these bands, 
i. e., 3.051-1 to an over to ne of H - O- H deformation . 
In the present investiga,tion, however , the component 
bands of this multiplet have always shown a common 
activity . Thus, any assignmen t of band origin 
must t ak e this into consideration . Whereas, Suther
land et aI. , repor ted that Lhey found no connection 
of this multiplet to color , the presen t group of samples 
show i t to be associated wi th color in a most direct 
way. Examples of this 3 to 4 1-1 absorp tion are 
shown in figures 6 and 7 for the specimens whose 
0.3 to 11-1 spectra appeal' in figures 2 and 4. This 
spectral structure has been fo und only in ruby 
specimens. It is par ticularly active in samples from 
the pink end of the color series but decr eases to 
much smaller absorption values in those ruby speci
mens fur ther along the color series, just as did t he 
m agni t ude of the visible pink-correla,ted absorp tion 
reg ion a,t 0.47 to 0.61-1 . Other quan t itative da,ta. 
ob tained from m any specimens ar e given in section 
4.3. 

Sutherland et aI. , also found the 71-1 band to be 
companion to the 3.051-1 band. This is verified in 
an tLppendix to the presen t paper. They fur ther 
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-l>- PI 72° 10 ' 
-0- PI 65°10 ' 
- -- I 
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FIGU RE 6. The 2.5 to 4JJ. A absorption spectra for specimens 
representative of the color subgroups of ruby mica . 

Specimens were the same as represented in figure 2. 
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FIGURE 7. Representative nonruby absorption spectra, 2 .5 to 
4,., A. 

( I) - dark green, Tanganyi ka, 0.256 mm t h ick (see cu rve 1, fig. 4) 
(2)-amber, I1mzil, 0.266 mm (see curve 3, fi g. 4) 
(3)-green white, U.S .. 0.304 mill (see cur ve 5, fi g. 4) 

found the 2 .3 to 2.4 J.L spectral structure to have a 
polarization effect in the same direction as the 2 .8J.L 
OR band and in the opposite direction as the sharp 
2.2 J.L b and. It is shown in the appendix that this 
2.3 to 2 .4J.L structure also has some behavior related 
to color but in less s traightforward fashion. 

4 .3. Absorption Coefficient Representation, 0 .3 to 8J.L 

In section 4.2 it was shown how colors ar e related 
to absorption spectra. These in turn are more 
directly indicative of crystal-chemical differences. 
The details of t he spectra can be quan titatively ana
lyzed in terms of absorp tion coeffi cien ts . 

Of immediate in terest are the two absorp tion 
regions associated with the pinkness of specimens, 
the 0.47 to 0.6 J.L visable absorption structure and the 
3 to 3.7 J.L infrared absorp tion structure. 

Of t hese two regions, the 3 to 3.7 J.L absorption is 
strongly associated with the redness of specimens, 
for i t has only been found in ruby specimens and then 
with large absorption for pink rubies or wi th dimin
ished values for th e rest of the ruby subgroups. 
This situation is shown in figure 8 by data ob tained 
for th e two strong bands at 3.05 and at 3.3 J.L of A. 

D fI,ta obtained from specimens from t he pink end of 
the ruby color series, i. e., from pink and from pink
tan samples, usually appeared in the region for which 
values of a bsorption coefficien t were greater than 1 
mm- I at both 3.05 and 3.3 /L . In the case of pink
tans, this was usually true for those specimens wi th 
apparen t op tic angle ~69 ° . On the other hand, a 
few specimens from the v isually selected pink color 
end of th e series gave coefficien ts slightly less than 1 
mm- I . Points representative of all t he other ruby 
subgroups are in the region of small values of a . 
Considering the complications inherent in the visual 
sorting of ruby muscovi tes in to color subgroups 
because of r amifications of shade and other colora tions 
than buff , this correlation is unusually strong. R e
examination of the specimens confirmed the strong 
inclination to red in those in the upper values of a at 
3.05 and 3.3 /L . It may b e fur t her noted th at t he 
density of poin ts is relatively small in the vicini ty 
of a = l n l n l-1. 

Because of this strong correla tion between the 
magnit udes of the absorption coeffi cients of the 3.05 
and 3.3 J.L bands and the pinkness of ruby muscovite 
specimens, we hereafter designa te rubies as being of 
two classes, i.e., either pink or green, as dep endent 
upon the domain into which the values of a3.05 fa ll , 
with the division set at a = Imm- I . The data po ints 
are so coded in figure 8. 

10 .0 

5.0 

-
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E 
-", 1.0 
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,,; 
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1.0 

a 3.3(mrri l) 

o 

5.0 

FIGU RE 8. The activities of the two strong absorption bands at 
3.05 and 3 .3,., A found in ruby muscovite micas as measured 
by value oj absQ1'ption coefficient, ct . 

Da ta points with values > lmm- 1 a re defi ned as representative oC pin k ruby 
(0). Points wi t h values < lmm- 1 arc de fi ned as representative of green ruby 
(0). 
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It is noted that the absorp t ion coeffi.cient a t 3.0S,u 
(a 3.05) isgreat el' than tha t at 3.3 ,u (a3.3) in specimens 
1'01' which the values are small . Th e in tensi ties of the 
two b ecame more nearly eq un.! in specimens for which 
t he values are large. 

Of the individual absorp tion lin es in the 0.47 to 
0 .6,u visible absorption region , the two most useful 
are those at 0.50S,u and 0.S8,u. ] t was observable in 
figures :2 to 4, e.g., curves Sand 7 of figure 4, that 
when the amount of absorp tion in this region is 
small , th e 0. 58", absorption can be presen t without 
tha t a t 0. 505",. Many specimens, e.g., curve 6 of 
figure 4, had neither absorption . Th e in tensities 
or these two lines and their relationship are shown in 
figure 9 with data drawn from m any specim ens 
represen t ating the various color subgroups. Poin ts 
ror which bo th absorptioo coefficien ts were zero 
were excluded. Points are here coded according to 
color but, for facili ty, with some contraction in that 
sever al subgroups have been combined. The p ale 
green colors of ligh t green , lim e, and white-green are 
now included in on e category. The dark gr eens are 
considered separa tely. The ambers and olives are 
lumped together as rums. The rubi es are considered 
only as pink or green according to value of a 3.05' 

As can be seen, aO. 505 and a O.58 are least for light 
greens and gr ea test [or pink rubies . Rum and 
in term edia te green colors, i. e., ambers, olives, etc., 
yield intermediate valu es or a . Again , it can be seen 
that the dependence of the 0.S8,u line is a li t tle 
differ en t from that of the O. SOS,u lin e. It is seen by 
comparision of figures 8 and 9 that the values of 
a 3.0;; and a 3.3 ar e gr eater than those of aO.505 and aO.58' 

Th en, the rela tionship between the 0.47 to 0 .6,u 
and 3 to 3.7,u region s is Jound in figure 10 wh ere the 
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[<'!CU RE 9. 'The nctivilies of the 0.505 and 0.581-' ). lines of the 
visible 0 ,47 to 0 .6". abs01'ption structure as measured by values 
oj absorption coefficient, 0:. 

D-pink ruhy, [;]- intcrmed iate rink ruby . o-vrcrn ruby, L\-ruJ1I, ,&--dark 
gree n, . - pa le gree n, . - ru lll -green (Canadian Clear P urdy). 
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F I GUHE 10. 'The )'elationship oj the visible pink associated 
region 10 the inJmred pink associated Tegion; 0:3 .05 vers1,s 
ao .5OS-

O-pink ruby, Q-grccn ruby, [J-two specimens with intermediate val ues 
of 0 3 .05_ 

visible wavelength region is represen ted by the 
0 .505j.L lin e and Lhe infrared region by the 3.05,u 
b and . [ t is eviden t here that most points fall in to 
one 01' two regions, i .e., low values or a3 .05 representa
tive of green ruby muscovit.e and large values of 
a3 .05 represen ta tive o[ pink ruby. The region of the 
green ruby specimens is bounded by a value of aO .5OS 

n ear 0.2 mm- 1. Two in termediate values of a3 .0S 

were observed. The data 1'01' these two specimens 
ha ve been addi t ionally coded in this figure and in the 
others 1'01' distinction. 

There is one more p er tinen t rela tionship. This 
i nvolves th e 0.44,u lin e, the existence 01' which is an 
identifying feature of green micas. It is almost 
always ves tigial in the pink ruby muscovites. T he 
r elationship b etween this line and the 3.0S", band is 
shown in figure 11 . It is clear that these two ab
sorptions are essentially mutually exclusive; t ha t is, 
whenever a0.44 is rela tively large, a3.05 has zero value; 
whenever a 3.05 is relatively large, aOA4 has a near zero 
value. The progression from pink to green ruby 
muscovite is usually accompanied by an increase of 
Cl!Q.44 . Tb e nonruby musco vites observed have never 
h ad more than the bares t value of a3.05' 

It is now noted tha t t.he t wo pink ruby specimens 
r epresented in figure 10 by intermediate values of 
a3.0S are distinguished by values of a0,44 comparable 
to those of green ruby muscovite. 

Wi th these quantitative resul ts i t l S possible to 
describe muscovite sh eet mica in a reasonably 
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FIG U RE 11. The relationshi p of the guen associated 0.441-' line 
to the pink associated in,f1'ared region; "'O.H verSt,S "'3.05 · 

o - pink ruby, E:]-inter mediatc a~.05, O-green ruby, ~-rum , . - p11c 
green, ,A- dark green, . - rum-green. 

definiti ve way by a 3-space of absorption coef
ficients, a0.44, a0,49, and aO.58 ' The a0.44 applies to 
the green correlated line at 0.44,u. The aO .50S is 
chosen instead of aO.505 to represent the visible pink 
correlated region because it allows a little more 
differentiation of specimens possessing small values, 
as indicated by figure 9. The a0.49 is the total 

absorption coefficient, i.e., -i In T, for the minimum 

point of the absorption window between the 0.4725 
and 0.505,u lines (see the minimum in the - log 
T represen tation of figs. 2 to 4), uncorrected for 
reflection. This is ehosen to represent the general 
level of the absorption curve and, hence, the position 
of the band edge. Such characterization is shown 
by t he stereo representation in figure 12 of the 3 

o 
. co 0 0 

o 

.:80 0 0 
o 

o 
0' 0 0 

o 

dimensional data space so generated. Projections 
of the data onto the coordin ate planes are given by 
figures 13 and 14. Figure 13 is the projection 
downward onto the [aO.44, aO .5S] plan e and figure 14 
represents the view into the 3- d data space from the 
left of the stereo presentation. 

The data for all the ruby materials fall close to 
the [a0.49 , aO.58] plane, as a0.44 is small, while a0.49 

ranges from about 1 to 3.5 mm- I . This is best seen 
in figure 14. As seen in figure 13, the pink rubies 
have large values of 0'0.58 but values for 0'0 .44 near 
zero (except the two pink specimens with medium 
values ?f 0'3.05)' The ~reen ~'uby specimens are in 
the reglOn of small values of a O.5S and 0'0.44. Data 
for the pale green specimens are located in figure 14 
at small values of a 0,49 of the order of 1 mm- I , and 
so are relatively transparent, but the 0.44,u " line is 
comparatively intense. Pale greens may also have 
small values of aO .58 (see fig . 13) . As th e series 
progresses from pale green to dark green , 0'0 .44 and 
a0.49 increase (see fig. 14) . The rum micas are 
represented by points intermediate in all coordinates. 
In fact for these data the ruby, pale green, dark 
green, and rum-green groups generate a rough 
parabola on the [0'0.4-5, aO .58] plane with the rum colored 
specimens located in the hollow. 

Thus, it appears that these three coordinates 
provide a detailed basis for discrimination of mus
covite micas and can be used to classify samples on 
a numerical basis. 

4.4. Apparent Optic Axial Angle 

The apparent optic ftxial angle was determined for 
numerous specimens of each color subgroup in order 
to investigate the connection between angle and color. 
No significant cOlTelation was found for the ruby 
micas, but a correlation did appear for the nonruby 
groups. In figure 15, results are shown for speci
m ens of V- 4 nonruby, item 12 of table 1, sorted 
according to color subgroup. The two color series 

FI GU RE 12. Stereo representation of the 3 -cool'ciinate characterization of muscovite sheet with absorption coeJ/icients 
at w avelengths of 0.44, 0·49, and 0.58,.,. 

O-pink ruby, O - green ruby, ",- r ulll , . - pale green, ... -dark green, . -rum-green. 
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FIe: U RE 13. P rojection of the 3-coOl'dinate data s pace of jig1l1'e 
12 onto the lao .44, ao .58] plane (view of the 3-coordinctt e space 
fro In above) . 
D-pink ruby, [1- 2 rubies of intermediate 0'3.05. 0-{! l'ccn ruby, ,6-rul11. 

.-pa le green, A- clark green, . - rum -green, [8J- pink ruby SP CCi l l1CIlS for which 
a ll.55 > O.2+lll lll - l. 
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F I GURE 14. P Tojecti on of the 3-cooTdinate data space of jigllTe 
12 onto the [ao.40, ao .4"] plane (view of the 3-d space /1"0111 the 
left). 

Sec figure 13 fo r code. 

branching off from oli \Te are included, dark green 
being the end nlember of one branch and ligh t green 
that of the other. 

With r eference to figure 4, t Ile one [actor w)lich 
varies in common with the progression along t]l e 
color series used in fig ure 15 is specular density, par
ticularly in the region of the band edge. Therefore, 
being essentially of one hue but of variable Shftde 
(see fig . 5), the rum-green Canadian Clear Purdy 
(item 15 of table 1) was chosen for comparisoJi or 
angle to specular density. Specimens were measured 
photometrically with a tungsten source and a deep 
violet filter which had the spectrophotometrically 
determined pass band of figure 16. This filter was 
chosen to give a measure of the heigh t of the absorp
tion curve in the vicinity of 0.4/1. The correlation 
obtained for angle to density is as shown in figure 17. 
Whereas the correlation shown in figure 17 is good, 
no similarly marked correlation was found for the 
ruby micas. 

A co mparison of representatives of all types of the 
micas, including rubies, showing the relation or appar
en t axial angle to aO'{9, is seen in figure 18. This 
presentation tends to clarify the behavior or apparent 
axial angle. A certain grouping or \Talues occurs for 
very pink ruby specimens; namely, those specim ens 
1'01' which a Ha exceeds 1 mIH - l and aO' 58 exceeds 0 .2 
mm - l all rall within a given domain 01 moderately 
large axial angle and medium aO .49 ' TIl e data for all 
other specimens including several representative of 
pink rubies , fall in a main sequence in which apparent 
angle decreases with increasing aO ' 49 ' 

J t is to be noted t hat pale green colored specimens, 
not the ruby, have apparen t axial angles approaching 
that of muscovite propel' which ought to b e "'78 ° 
as obtained from quoted values of index of refraction 
and axial angle [22]. 

4.5. Absorption Spectra, 10 to 15/1 of A 

The spectral region from 10 to 15/1 is in teresting 
from the presen t viewpoin t inasmuch as the cationic 
molecular vibrations are in \Tol \Ted and the relative 
band intensities show some relation to color . 

Examples of spectral variations found in this A 
region ar e indicated in figure 19 for specimens rep
resentative of the principal color groups, pink ruby, 
rum, dark green, and pale green. Generally, trans
mission increased as the color progressed toward 
dark green, except in the vicinity of 12/1 where the 
opposite was true. The variations of particular band 
intensities, however, are more involved. 

4.6. Absorption Coefficient Representation, 10 to 
15/1 of A 

The shape of the transmission maximum in the 
vicinity of 12/1 is determined by the intensities of 
the four bands at 10.8, 11.4, 12, and 12.5 /1 . The 
11.4/1 band is too hint for evaluation . A represen
tation which differentiates the absorption coefficient 
data for the other three bands on the basis of colo[' 
is given in figure 20. In this the absorption coeffi
cient of each band is normalized by the sum of the 
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FIGU RE 16. Photometer spectral response for optical density 
meaSUI·ements. 

A- relative transmission eurve of filter. 13- relative sensitivity of IP28, 
hotoll1ultiplier detector. 
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FIG U RE 17. The relationship of apparent optic axi al . angle to 
relative abs01'ption coefficient for specimens of rum-green 
Canadian Clear Purdy (see fig. 5). 
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the height oj the absorption edge as evaluated by "'0 A9. 

VPH. represents the domain of very pink rubies, i.e., a 3.05 > l mm- 1 a nd aO.5~ 
> O.2nun- l . 
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FIG U RE 19. T he 10 to 15 J.1. A absorption spectrwn and princi pal 
color group . 

I -dark green Tanganyika GIJ. t hick ; 2-amber (rum) Brazil 8,u. thi ck ; 3-green
w hite domestic 7" thick; 4- pi,," r uby India 81' thick. Code and associated 
sprc tra arc U10SC of fi gures 6 and i . 

coefficien ts. It is evident that the poin ts sbirt to 
the upper left as color progresses from pink ruby to 
dark green. In detail, pink rubies are characterized 
by a relatively in tense 12.Sp. band and by a missing 
or nearly missing 12J.t band. Green ruby specimens 
have a fain t 12p. band , usually a less in tense 12.S p. 

band, but a more in tense 10.8p. band than the pink 
ruby specimens. D ark green pieces usually show 
the greatest 12p. absorption and the least 12 .SJ.t ab
sorption. Rum and pale greell specimens are asso
cia ted with intermediate 12p. absorp tion. 

A second, r elatively weak bancl , at ] 3 .Sp., is related 
to the 12J.t banel. This relationship, similar to t llat 
between the 0.44 and 3.0Sp. bcLllds (sec fig. 11), is 
shown in figu re 21 in which aJ ~.8 is plo tLed again t al2 . 
Although comparatively weak fo]' the 10 Lo I Sp. r e
gion, these bands at 12 and 13.Sp. have the same 
ordel" 01' in tensity as the pink ruby 3.0Sp. banct The 
pink ruby specim ens possess t he most intense l 3.Sp. 
band but li ttle if any 12p. band. Dark gr een speci
mens are opposite and have least 13.S p. absorption 
but most 12p. absorption. Specimens of intermediate 
color groups show both bands. As lines connectin g 
poi n ts to the origin are ro ta ted from the al ~.8 axis to 
the a12 axis, color progresses from pink: ruby to dark 
green . Ruby specimens usually appeal' above a line 
of slope ] , while nonruby specimens usually appear 
below this line. 

The strengths of the in tense bands at 13.3 and at 
l4 .S,u are associated with that o[ the 12 .SJ.t band. 
The ill cr ease o[ the 14 .Sp. band with the 12 .Sp. band 
is shown ill figure 22. As observable [rom Lhe color 
code, both iXJ 2 and aJ4 .5 increase as color types ch ange 
[rom dark green, to rum, to gr een ruby to very pink 
ruby . 

The strength of the 13.3p. band is not linearly re
lated to that of the 12.5p. band, but the ratio o[ the 
absorption coeffi cients of t he 12 . .5 and l 3 .3J.t b ands 
is so mewhat lin early related to a J2 .. \, as shown in 
figure 23. A separation 01' values by color is eviden t. 

No direct correlation was found for anyone band 
in the 10 to ISp. region to anyone line or b and in the 
shor ter wavelength ranges of 0.3 to ] p. and 1 to Sp. . 

5. Summary and Concluding Remarks 

}.!(uscovite sheet mica has trad itionally been 
categorized primarily as ruby or nonruby, and 
although physical differences between these two 
categories have long been debated, no substan tial 
evidence other than color has existed to warrant 
such differentiation. In the present p aper, on the 
basis of color, apparen t op tic axial angle, and 
absorption spectra, we have shown that there are 
other measurable differences in muscovite mica 
which provide a more complex categorization than 
just ruby or nonruby. 

The shor t wavelength absorption spectra (0. 3 to 
1p. A) have a deep absorption edge at a wavelength 
near 0.32J.t and a number of weak lines and absorption 
regions at the base of this edge. These spectra can 
be classifi.ed as of three types. All the colors 
observed in commercial muscovite sheet can be 
related to variations in these three spectral types. 
The position of the absorption edge and the acti vi ties 
of weak lines in the visible absorption r egion sensi
tively vary with color. These are further related to 
axial angle and longer wavelength absorp tion bands. 
This is interesting, since these lines would be r elated 
to energy differences an order of magnitude greater 
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Sec fi gure l8 for code. 
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FIGURE 21. A comparison oJ the activities 0/ the two weak bands 
at 12 and 13.8/l f o1' specimens 0/ dijJeTent color groups. 

See figure 18 [or code. 

than those directly related to the molecular vibra
tions. They are reminiscent of those found in a 
defect structure, e.g., color centers. The position 
of the absorption edge and t he strengths of two 
weak lines at 0.44 and 0.S8,u of A are particularly 
useful for measuring the variations in these crystals. 

The apparent optic axial angle is related to the 
position of the absorption edge, the angle diminishing 
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FIn L' RE 22, A compa1'ison oJ the activiti es of the two strong 
bands at 12.5 and 14 .5/l/o1' s pecimens of dijJe1'ent colo1' g1'Olt ps. 

as the edge shifts to longer wavelength and lower 
absorption energy. There are certain ruby speci
mens for which this relationship is not found. These 
are particularly absorbant in the blue to yellow 
region of the visible range and the neal' infrared at 
3 to 3.7 jJ.. The values of angle and position of the 
edge place these ruby materials outside of the main 
sequence of the other micas. 

Ruby micas have an active mul tiplet in the near 
infrared between 3 and 3.7 jJ. of A. This multiplet 
does not appear in other muscovites. The amount 
of absorption further separates the ruby material 
into two subclasses. 
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If l " IGU RE 24. I nte1'nal activity of the 2.3 to 2.4M multiplet with 
I COlO1'; "'.3 versus "'.4. 

The sp ectral b ands in the middle infrared between 
10 ~Lnd 15 ,u A ar e shown to be rela ted to th e color of 
the material. These bands are in a region which has 
been shown by others to indica te vibrations of such 
cationic-oxygen structures as Si- O- Al. 

Thus, fLll in all , i t is demonstrfLted that muscovite 
sheet micas have measureable differences which by 
their nature indicate basic chemical and structural 
variations. 

We thank J. C. Schleter of th e M etrology Division 
for determining the 0.3 to l,u spectr fL, P . N. M oore 
and W . Lazear of t he General Services Administra
tion [or the selected fLn d classifi ed sfLmples, 

6. Appendix 

Several addi tional relationships are o[ in terest. 
The bands of the 2.2 to 2.5,u A r egion co nsist of 

an absorption spike at 2.2,u and a multiplet at. 2.3 
to 2.4,u . These are said to be pleochroi c [37] . The 
2.3 and 2.4,u bands, howevcr, arc companions. TJlCre 
is a difference in t heir in tensitv ratio with color 
group (see fig. 24) . Th e 2.4,u 'band is the more 
intense in pinJ, ruby specim ens, bu t a the color 
progresses to the othcr extreme, the 2.3,u band b e
comes stronger . Thus, a trace drawn through the 
values of' the pink rubies in figure 24 is displaced 
upward on the [a2.3 , a2.4 ] ph1.llC as the color of spcci
m ens progresses to dark gr een and rum. 

A fain t band at 3.5 ,u which is p ar t of the 3 to 3. 7,u 
mul tiplet is comparable in in tensity to the hin t 
absorp tions in the 0.3 to l ,u A r ange. B ecfLuse of i ts 
relative weakness, its a is no t accurately determined, 
bu t figure 25 does indicate that the 3.5,u band is 
propo~tional to th e :).05,u ba nd. 
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FIr. uu; 25. I nternal activity of the 3to 3.5M multiplet; associa
tion oJ the 3 .5M band to the 3 .05M band. 
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The band at 71" is even less accurately evaluated 
from our spect,ra (see fig. 1), but it too shows some 
rela tions!- ip to the 3.051" band as Sutherland et al 
reported [3 7], see figure 26. ., 
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